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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a Mobile adhoc network, Routing is basically a process by which a call is connected from its origin node to its destination 

node. It also takes part in architecture, design and operation of networks. Routing in ad-hoc networks has become a quite 

difficult task for the researchers due to the ever changing behavior of nodes in MANETs. Various protocols are created to 

manage the mobility of nodes. Routing process fundamentally uses, two sub processes: first is, to determine best possible 

routes and second is to transfer the data packets to the designated nodes via a network. Routing protocols are also used to 

choose the best suited path for delivering the packets to the destination node. Routing algorithm is used to find this optimal 

path. Static and Dynamic protocols are the two protocols which are discussed in this paper. Dynamic protocols are further 

classified into proactive, reactive and hybrid routing protocols which are further classified in the figure 2. DSDV, WEP, 

GSR, OSLR and LANMAR are Proactive protocols. Flooding, AODV, LMR, DSR, ABR, LAR and CEDAR are Reactive 

protocols and ZRP and ZHLS are hybrid routing protocols [Park, 2001] [Layuan, 2007] [Boukerche, 2004]. 

 

2. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN MANETS 

Routing protocols used in MANET are basically of two types, which are Static Routing and Dynamic Routing [Abolhasan, 

2004] [Zhang, 2006]. 

Static routing: It is simply the procedure of physically loading paths as soon as the routing device is started either into 

“routing table” through a “configuration file” of a device or by a NA (network administrator) who designs these paths 

manually. Since these paths are configured manually, so these can’t be altered once they are configured unless ns until these 

are altered by a human himself, hence called as 'static' routes which is the humblest routing form. But, less than five devices 

can be configured by it and only when a NA knows that these paths will perhaps never have alteration. It also doesn’t handle 

“failures in external networks” very well as any manually configured path needs to be updated or reconfigured manually for 

fixing or repairing any gone astray connectivity [Dhenakaran, 2013] [Kumari, 2016]. 

Dynamic Routing: Its protocols are braced by software solicitations which are running on the router that dynamically acquire 

destination nodes in the network as well as how to reach there and then it advertises those destination nodes to all the routers 

in the network which then knows about all the existing destination nodes in the networks as well as how to reach them. Also, 

the same router will learn paths from other routers in the network which are running similar routing protocol such as “RIP, 

RIP2, EIGRP, OSPF, IS-IS, BGP etc”. Then, every router will do sorting of the list of paths thereby selecting one or more 

“best'” possible paths for every network destination which the router has knowledge about.  

Finally, “Dynamic routing protocols” will then dispense this “best route” info to other routers which run the similar “routing 

protocol” and this will extend the info on entire network [Clausen, 2002] [Santos, 2005] [Johnson, 2003].  

Since research on numerous features of MANETs has been a hot theme of research for a long time and that too primarily on 

preservation of the “routing protocols” [Toh, 1997] [Park, 2001] [Layuan, 2007] [Boukerche, 2004] [Salehi, 2012]. 

Consequently, it becomes imperative to define the present “routing protocols” of MANET. Although several “routing 

protocols” are projected for MANETs but the best and widely acknowledged taxonomy is: reactive, proactive and hybrid 

routing protocols, shown in figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Types of Dynamic Routing Protocols in MANETs 

 

Proactive Routing Protocols: In these protocols, routes to all the nodes are maintained irrespective of the fact which packets 

to those nodes are delivered or not. An illustration of this type of routing protocols in adhoc networks is Destination 

Sequenced Distance Vector routing protocol (DSDV), Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR) and Wireless Routing 

Protocol (WRP). Thus some bandwidth is exhausted for maintaining the continuous complete routing information regarding 

the whole network [Lee, 2003] [Broch, 1999]. The protocols of an area vary with the information and the updates available in 

each of the table.  

Reactive Routing Protocols: In these protocols, route amid two nodes is established then only when data packets are 

exchanged amid two nodes. These types of routing protocols are Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (DSR), AdhocOn 

Demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol (AODV) and Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [Perkins, 2003] 

[Park, 2001] [Johnson, 2007]. These protocols are totally demand based. As they are demand based so they do not have to 

update route information. Also, there is no need to maintain the route in the absence of traffic. When traffic is low, it is also 

possible in this protocol to remarkably decrease the overhead routing, so the structure does not change frequently [Satav, 

2016] [Abolhasana, 2003] [Kakkar, 2016]. 

Hybrid Routing Protocols: In these protocols, route amid two nodes is formed by mixing the concept of both proactive 

routing and reactive routing protocols. The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) is an example of hybrid reactive/proactive routing 

protocols. The only dissimilarity between reactive routing protocols is path finding and path optimizing method. In Hybrid 

methods, proactive and reactive methods are combined for efficient route finding technique [Walikar, 2016] [Mittal, 2009] 

[Park, 2001]. 

Hybrid routing protocols can be illustrated by ZHLS. In ZHLS, the entire network is fragmented into separate zones. If the 

traffic terminal and origin share the same source then ZHLS is proactive. It is reactive as a location search is required to find 

the zone ID of the destination. Routing protocols are classified in Figure 2. For this study some protocols investigations are 

required at network layer, for which routing protocol is required at network layer [Mittal, 2009].  Due to some appealing 

features, AODV & DSR routing protocol is an appropriate option for it [Royer, 1999] [Nguyen, 2008] [Boukerche, 2004].  

 

 
Figure 2: Classification of MANET Routing Protocols. 

 

3. ADHOC ON DEMAND DISTANCE VECTOR PROTOCOL 

MANETs and other wireless adhoc networks use this protocol for routing. This protocol is used for unicast as well as for 

multicast routing. It is a “reactive routing protocol” which is totally demands based by which it routes to a terminal node only 

when requested [Perkins, 2003]. The most popular routing protocols are proactive where path finding does not depend on 

path usage. AODV is a distance-vector routing protocol which thwart “counting-to-infinity problem” of other distance-vector 
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protocols by using sequence number on path updates and network is active only when a path to destination is required by 

broadcasting a RREQ. AODV node sends request and address of the node sending request; it also creates a pool of transitory 

paths to the needy node. As soon as a node receives a request message, it checks its route table for the desired path, if it has 

the path needed; it sends an acknowledgement message along with path info is send back to needy node through the 

transitory path available to it. Needy node chooses the path with lowest number of hops and then starts using it. After some 

time, node receives a route error message in case of link failure and the process is repeated. Complex structure of the protocol 

helps to reduce number of messages which in turn saves the network capacity. As an illustration, a sequence number is 

assigned to every route request. Repetition of the route request is prevented by a node using this sequence number. Another 

important attribute of this protocol is time-to-live-number (TTL), which decides the number of times a route request can be 

regenerated [Lee, 2003].  The other important attribute is in the case of route request failure, double time period than the 

previous request is provided for accomplishment of this request, then only other request will be forwarded. AODV routing 

protocol is demand based protocol, in which path finding and connecting are carried out only when requested. Latest path is 

identified using the destination sequence numbers.  

In AODV, corresponding to every data flow, the next-hop information is stored in origin node and intermediate nodes. Route 

request and route query cycles are used by AODV for constructing routes. In a demand based routing protocol, when a route 

to the terminal node is unavailable then RouteRequest (RREQ) packet is broadcasted by needy node in the network. A single 

RREQ can be used to obtain many routes to many destinations. AODV uses a destination sequence number (DestSeqNum) to 

obtain the current path to the destination while other demand based routing protocols do not. After receiving a DestSeqNum, 

node compares it with the last DestSeqNum, if it is larger than the previous one, then only node will update its path 

information to the destination. Each RREQ has the following identifier fields: broadcast identifier (BcastID), source identifier 

(SrcID), the source sequence number (SrcSeqNum), the destination identifier (DestID), the destination sequence number 

(DesSeqNum), and the time to live (TTL) field. DestSeqNum also indicates newness of the path to the destination on the 

basis of which it is approved and used by source. After receiving a RREQ, intermediate node searches its route table for a 

valid route to valid destination. If route is available, a RouteReply(RREP) is send to the needy node otherwise RREQ is 

forwarded.  

The sequence number of the intermediate node and the DesSeqNum provided by RREQ are compared to check the validity of 

the path provided by intermediate node.  BcastID and SrcID pair is used to check and discard multiple copies of a RREQ, if it 

is received multiple times. RREP packets are sent to the needy node only by those intermediate nodes which are able to 

provide valid paths to the destination, or the terminal node. Each intermediate node has to send earlier node ID and its 

BcastID, when it sends a RREQ to the next node. RREP should be received within the time bound otherwise this entry is 

deleted.   

AODV doesn’t use source routing for transmitting data packets, so this time bounding technique is quite helpful to store 

latest valid path to intermediate node. When a RREP is received by a node, address of the intermediate node sending RREP is 

also stored so which information can be sent to this node in the next hop forwarding data to the terminal node? A “route error 

(RERR)” message is sent to the source node by the intermediate node (onwards which path is damaged) to inform the 

destination that could not be reached. A route discovery can be restarted, if even after receiving RERR node needs the path to 

the destination [Ehsan, 2012] [Santos, 2005]. Major roles of AODV routing protocol are Path Discovery, Reverse Path Setup 

as well as Forward Path Setup which affects the path establishment and path maintenance. These are described one by one: 

Path Discovery: Path finding is started by source node only when node is desirous to exchange information. It is carried out 

by broadcasting a “route request (RREQ) packet” towards the adjacent nodes. Two distinct counters namely “Sequence 

number (SeqNum) and Broadcast-Id (BcastID)” are preserved by each node. The adjacent node either further broadcasts 

RREQ or satisfies the source node by sending RREP to it. After receiving RREP, subsequent copies of RREQ are dumped. 

Reverse Path Setup: Intermediate nodes store the address of the source node sending RREQ to set up a reverse path 

reflexively. When time period exceeds the time bound, entries are automatically discarded. 

Forward Path Setup: Finally, after reaching the node having route to destination unicasts RREP as reply to a RREQ. The 

RREP is sent along the automatic reverse path available towards source node. A forward pointer is set up at every node along 

the RREP journey. Also time-out method is practiced and the DesSeqNum of requested destination is recorded. 

 

3.1. AODV Characteristics 

AODV Routing Protocol possesses various important characteristics. Out of those some are outlined as follow: 

 Protocol searches the route on-demand. 

 Information is validated by using a Sequence number assigned uniquely. 

 Record of only next hop to the destination is kept instead of the complete route. 

 HELLO messages are used to trace neighbors at regular intervals. 

 

3.2. AODV Advantages: 

 It is a highly scalable efficient algorithm for Mobile Adhoc Networks. 

 It gives quick response in any link breakage in the active routes. 

 The routes are established on demand. 
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 The connection setup delays amid nodes are less. 

 

3.3 AODV Disadvantages: 

 Due to multiple RREP as reply to a single RREQ, sometime leads to heavy traffic in the network. 

 A lot of extra bandwidth is consumed by this periodic HELLO message. 

 If the sequence number of the source is old and the neighboring node has higher but not the latest “destination sequence 

number”, then intermediate nodes can lead to interrupted path, therefore may have corrupt entries. 

 

4. DYNAMIC SOURCE ROUTING PROTOCOL (DSR) 

It is specially created to work in a multi-hop wireless adhoc network. It is self-managing, self-assembling; demand based 

routing protocol which doesn’t need any of the pre-existing network infrastructure or a centralized administrative system. 

DSR protocol has two mechanisms: First is Route Discovery, which manages route formation and second is Route 

Maintenance, which updates route information in the route table. In DSR, data packets are not send periodically and instead 

they are sent only when demanded which in-turn reduces data traffic as well as overhead packages [Kurkowski, 2005] 

[Johnson, 1996] [Valarmathi, 2011]. Before starting the packet transmission, whole route must be known to the routing 

protocol and this information regarding the route is stored as route cache. The two DSR mechanisms are: 

Route Discovery: When a data packet is send by a source node A to the destination node C, firstly it tries to find its “route 

cache” for the most suited path. If there is no path readily existing, then source node A begins “Route Discovery” by 

broadcasting a “ROUTE REQUEST (RREQ)” message to fashion a route to C whose fields are given in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Route request (RREQ) message fields. 

Fields Elucidation 

Origin/Initiator ID Origin/Initiator node’s address. 

Destination/Target ID Destination/Target node’s address. 

Unique request ID A unique ID to recognize the message. 

Address List Address list of connected nodes of a route from its source to its destination. 

Hop Limit Limits the number of nodes through which message circulates. 

Acknowledgement bit The receiver returns an acknowledgement bit, when a packet is received. 

 

The origin/initiator node set the “address list” to an empty list thereby fixes initiator ID, target ID as well as unique request 

ID and then broadcasts message. With this it becomes possible for the nodes to receive the packet within the wireless 

communication area. A copy of the RREQ packet is kept by the sending node in the send buffer. If the route was discovered 

within specific time, the packet is dropped from the send buffer. After receiving a RREQ message, node checks out target ID 

to find destination node of the message. If the node itself is not the destination of the message then it tries to find a route to 

the destination node in its own cache. Message is sent directly if address is found in the route cache otherwise the nodes own 

id is attached to the address list for broadcasting the RREQ packet. A “ROUTE REPLY (RREP)” message is sent to the 

initiator node if the node itself is the destination node. The gathered route information from the RREQ message is also 

provided in this message. The destination node tries to find a route to the sending node in its route cache, because it might 

require a bidirectional link. In case of unavailability of route in the route cache, route discovery protocol is run and a RREQ 

message is sent. 

Route Maintenance: Since, it is possible which nodes may join or leave the transmission range of the network, so it becomes 

mandatory to conserve the route information stored in the route cache. 

 
Figure 3: Route maintenance mechanism. 
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After receiving a packet it is responsibility of which node to ensure which packet is delivered to the next node of the route. In 

figure 3, it can be seen clearly which system works as a chain where each link ensures which next link is enact. It is also 

illustrated which the node C can consider another path to communicate with node A. The sending node can acknowledge by 

setting a bit in the packet header. If a node sends a message and it is not acknowledged, it will retransmit only a fix number 

of times. If even after which it does not get any acknowledgement then a “ROUTE ERROR (RERR)” message is sent to the 

sending node of the packet, having the information about the broken link in its message [Broch, 1999] [Johnson, 2007] 

[Johnson, 1996]. 

The sending node removes this broken path from its “route cache” and attempts to find another path in its “route cache” for 

transmitting the packet. If it does not find any path in “route cache”, then a RREQ message is transmitted to construct a new 

path. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Routing plays most important role in data transfer from the source node to the destination node, which is the most 

fundamental role of any network. This function is carries out using various techniques. AODV and DSR protocols have both 

advantages and disadvantages. The researchers may focus on developing such protocols which are more secure than that of 

AODV and DSR protocols. 
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